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arge-scale neural simulations are becoming increasingly common [see (1) for a
review]. These include the ambitious Blue
Brain Project (2), which has simulated about
1 million neurons in cortical columns and includes
considerable biological detail, accurately reflecting spatial structure, connectivity statistics, and
other neural properties. More recent work has simulated many more neurons, such as the 1 billion
neurons simulated in the Cognitive Computation Project (3), which has been hailed as a catscale simulation. A human-scale simulation of
100 billion neurons has also been reported (4).
Although impressive scaling has been achieved,
no previous large-scale spiking neuron models have
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• Bridge*gap*between*complex*behaviors
and*complex*neural*activity
• Performs*whole*set*of*simulated*tasks*
associated*with*human*cognition
• Large*scale:*2.5*million*neurons
• Uses*spiking*models*of*neurons
• Summarizes*a*lot*of*papers/work*in*lab

• Inputs*to*model:*28*by*28*images*of*typed*
characters
• Outputs:*movements*of*physically*modeled*arm
• 8*tasks*(some*modeled*more*extensively*in**their*
other*papers)
• Refer*to*model*as*SPAUN*(Semantic*Pointer*
Architecture*Unified*Network)*

ments of Spaun are not task-specific. That is, they
are used in a variety of combinations to perform the
chosen tasks, resulting in the same circuitry being
used across tasks. This makes it straightforward
to extend the model to some new tasks (supplementary section S2.4).

these states occur immediately one after the other,
although the delay is task-dependent. Initially, seeing the task identifier (A3) switches Spaun into the
storage state. In the storage state, the network compresses the incoming image into a visually based
firing pattern (FP in the figure) that encodes vi-
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Fig. 1. Anatomical and functional architecture of Spaun. (A) The anatomical architecture of Spaun shows the
major brain structures included in the model and their connectivity. Lines terminating in circles indicate
GABAergic connections. Lines terminating in open squares indicate modulatory dopaminergic connections. Box
styles and colors indicate the relationship with the functional architecture in (B). PPC, posterior parietal cortex;
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Fig. 1. Anatomical and functional architecture of Spaun. (A) The anatomical architecture of Spaun shows the
major brain structures included in the model and their connectivity. Lines terminating in circles indicate
GABAergic connections. Lines terminating in open squares indicate modulatory dopaminergic connections. Box
styles and colors indicate the relationship with the functional architecture in (B). PPC, posterior parietal cortex;
M1, primary motor cortex; SMA, supplementary motor area; PM, premotor cortex; VLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; AIT, anterior inferior temporal cortex; Str, striatum; vStr, ventral
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Spaun low-dimensional representations can be more efof the ficiently manipulated for a variety of neural compuwering. tations. Consequently, learning or defining different
Spiking*neurons
operations provides a
nswer • compression/decompression
at is in means of generating neural representations that
• Form*compressed*representation
or (ii) are well suited to a variety of neural computations.
s this The specific compression hierarchies in Spaun are
e S6). (see Fig. 1B): (i) a visual hierarchy, which come syn- presses image input into lower-dimensional firing
→ 7 4; patterns; (ii) a motor hierarchy that decompresses
novel firing patterns in a low-dimensional space to drive
→ ?) a simulated arm; and (iii) a WM, which constructs
hould compressed firing patterns to store serial position
g task information. The WM subsystem includes several
s from subcomponents that provide stable representations
est for of intermediate task states, task subgoals, and context.

• Spiking*neurons
• Form*compressed*representation
• 2.5*hours*to*simulate*1*second*of*data*!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g2HHJfovb5E

TEDx talk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKaqFz_WoIw&f
eature=youtu.be
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https://youtu.be/vuGDYajWyhU

Reinforcement*learning*task

https://youtu.be/XxIzmkWygjY
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Fig. 2. The serial WM task. (A) Information flow through Spaun during the WM task. Line style and
color
indicate the element of the functional architecture in Fig. 1B responsible for that function.
DLPFC
FP, firing pattern. (B) A screen capture from the simulation movie of this task (supplementary
section S2.1), taken at the 2.5-s mark of the time course plot in (C). The input image is on the
right, the output is drawn on the surface below the arm. Spatially organized (neurons with similar
SMA
tuning
are near one another), low-pass–filtered neuron activity is approximately mapped to
relevant
cortical areas and shown in color (red is high activity, blue is low). Thought bubbles show
Motor*output
spikearm
trains, and the results of decoding those spikes are in the overlaid text. For Str, the thought
bubble shows decoded utilities of possible actions, and in GPi the selected action is darkest. (C)
Time course of a single run of the serial WM task. The stimulus row shows input images. The arm
row shows digits drawn by Spaun. Other rows are labeled by their anatomical area. Similarity plots
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pairs for 20 additional runs are shown to the right. (B) Results of an example run of the RPM task,
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M emoryT race = P osition1 ⌦ Item1 + P osition2 ⌦ Item2 + ...

The*items*are*numbers*(digits)*in*SPAUN
em semantic pointers
are the semantic pointers to be stored (numbers in Spa
Positions*are*for*instance*positions*in*list*

n semantic pointers are internally generated position index semantic pointer

ces are generated using random unitary base semantic pointers, Base, where

index is generated by successive convolution, e.g.,
See*supplementary*material*(can*be*learned*within
a*spiking*neural*network)

P osition1 = Base

SPAUN:*main*approaches*used
• Sematic*pointer*architecture*and*firing*patterns
• Neural*Engineering*Framework
• Implemented*as*Integrate*and*Fire*neurons

• Neural*Engineering*Framework
A*group*of*neurons*can*represent*a*vector*space*
over*time,*and*connections*between*neurons*can*
compute*functions*on*those*vectors.*Provides*
methods*to*determine*what*these*connections*
should*be*to*compute*a*given*function.
Ex:*Visual*model*includes*receptive*fields*that*are
essentially*learned*(like*V1*filters).*Spiking*activity
can*be*specified*on*the*neural*population

SPAUN:*main*approaches*used
• Sematic*pointer*architecture*and*firing*patterns
• Neural*Engineering*Framework
• Implemented*as*Integrate*and*Fire*neurons

Leaky*Integrate*and*Fire*Model
• Describes*some*properties*of*voltage*change*over*time
and*spiking*activity
• Parameters*correspond*to*known*properties*of*neurons
(and*electrical*circuits)
• Simple*(doesn’t*model*biophysical*detailg*compare*to
Hodgkin*Huxley)
• Simple*(DE*can*be*solved,*example,*in*simple*version*using**
separable*DE!)
• Simple*(widely*used*in*brain*modeling,*scales*up*to*networks
of*neurons)

Leaky$Integrate$and$Fire$Circuit$
Leaky$Integrate$and$Fire$Circuit$

Leaky*Integrate*and*Fire

Resistance

Capacitance

Leak$
Leak$

Current$
Current$

dv − vv
C =
++ II(t(t))
dt RR

Leaky*Integrate*and*Fire

Leak

Assume*constant*current

τ = RC
Resistance Capacitance

dv − v I
=
+
dt
τ C

Leaky*Integrate*and*Fire*DE
• DE

dv − v I
=
+
dt
τ C

• Change*with*time:*v(t),*t
• Assume*constants:*I,*R,*C,

τ = RC

• Solving:

v(t ) = v(t = 0)e

− t /τ

+ RI (1 − e

−t /τ

)

Back*to*SPAUN*and*tasks…

https://youtu.be/WNnMhF7rnYo

Copy*drawing*task

to demonstrate robustness. As such, Spaun provides a distinct opportunity to test learning algorithms in a challenging but biologically plausible
setting. More generally, Spaun provides an opportunity to test any neural theory that may be
affected by being embedded in a complex, dynamical context, reminiscent of a real neural system.

For one, Spaun is not as adaptive as a real brain,
as the model is unable to learn completely new
tasks. In addition, both attention and eye position
of the model is fixed, making Spaun unable to
control its own input. Also, its perceptual and conceptual representations are largely limited to the
space of digits from 0 to 9. Anatomically, many
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Copy*Drawing*Task.*Captures*in*drawing*the*particular*digit*style*
PFC
(eg,*of*the*2)*shown
DLFPC1
DLFPC1
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https://youtu.be/qcZe&2eWaeM

Raven’s*progressive*matrix*task

Learn:*1*11*111
4*44*444
Show*input:*5*55
Output?*555
(also*other*patterns:*1*2*3g*5*6*7..
learns*the*“rules”:*3*4*?)

Raven’s*Progressive*Memory*Task

• Bridge*gap*between*complex*behaviors
and*complex*neural*activity
• Performs*whole*set*of*simulated*tasks*
associated*with*human*cognition
• Large*scale:*2.5*million*neurons
• Principles*of*encoding*decoding*
(and*compression)
• Uses*spiking*models*of*neurons

Limitations?*…

Limitations?*…
• “Little*to*say*about*how*that*complex,*dynamical*
system*develops*from*birth”
• “Not*as*adaptive*as*a*real*brain*…*”
• “attention,*eye*position*fixed”
• “limited*to*space*of*digits*from*0*to*9”
• “missing*areas*of*the*brain…”

“Even*in*its*current*form,*Spaun offers*a*
distinctly*functional*view*and*set*of*
hypotheses*regarding*the*neural*
mechanisms*and*organization*that*may*
underlie*basic*cognitive*functions.”

